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Apart from its ability to create brand awareness, it has search engine optimization
(SEO) features embedded within that makes blog content rank better on search
engines. The viral posting effect it can create across social networks cannot be
over-emphasized. You'll want to take your business to where target customer
congregates. Indeed, blog is an important marketing tool that bridges the gap
between prospective customer and brands.
Blog can also be used effectively for other purposes like keeping individual
thought, family diary, personal record etc. But, blog has grown to become a
business model inclined on marketing frontier. Digital technology has long been
embraced and content marketing optimization (CMO) has further pave ways to a
new world of information digest which blog heralds.

To take advantage of this is to learn 'the how' and 'the what' of blogging which
has been unveiled in this book. If you are an entrepreneur or brand agent, blog on
WordPress will give credence to your effort to succeed both online and offline.
With WordPress, you can build blog that function as a full-fledge website. That is
the power WordPress can fuel around your business.

All Right Reserved © 2013

Understanding every details of website or blog setup is important for people 
seeking onlinepresence to market and grow their business or brands. Blog 
platform have thecapacity to do even much more because of its content 
dynamism. This explainswhy blog or website on CMS is preferred to static 
websites when it comes to product marketing.
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Motivation is the driving force that ignites the need to start something. What drives your impetus to
start a blog? It is important to answer this question with all honesty and sincerity of purpose before
contemplating to setup a blog. There are so many reasons why bloggers blog. Your reason may differ
from mine, but one thing is certain and constant why we should blog which represent the true definition
of a blog. Though, blog has been defined as a weblog, but I would like to define it as a global business
model configured as a platform of frequently updated personal or corporate journal arranged
chronologically in reverse order for public consumption. Blog fulfills diverse needs. However, there are
good and bad reasons why people setup a blog.

I’ve heard people start blogging because they want to make money. This is about one of the most
unethical reasons to start a blog, even though it is possible to make good money from it. The major
reason why you should not consider the money aspect when starting is that, before you build trusted
audience and somehow beat your competitors within your niche will definitely take a while, except you
manage to find hobby in blogging and blog consistently. Why give yourself sleepless night and possibly
give up blogging when your expectations are not met. Just keep doing what you know how to do best
with the sincere intention of doing good service to people and in no time you shall be amazed to discover
how fast you can make money blogging after you have monetized your blog.

What you want to blog about is equally important. Some blog because they find it easy to setup most
especially on free blog platforms, while some blog because they see their friends do it and some find it as
the current norm or trend. Don’t start a blog because it is cheaply available. I bet you will soon wind it up
if you do not develop passion or find hobby in what you want to blog about and command high level of
expertise and professionalism. It is a hard job to setup and maintain a successful blog.

When you provide solution within a giving segment or need an online marketing vehicle for your
business then, blog will lend credence to your effort in reaching out to people of like minds and
prospective customers. This should be the primary reason to start a blog. For instance, I use this blog
to educate, teach and help people in marketing and blogging tips while promoting and advertising my
products and services simultaneously. However, this does not represent blog as brand medium or
advertising instrument. Blog does more than a vehicle for publicity or channel of audience, though
these form part of the advantages of blog. Stay focus to your niche and create relevancy that reflect
your brand.
Creativity and uniqueness in style of presentation is as important as knowing your audience and
blogging for the right reason. Start blogging with the sincere intention of solving problem tailored
towards a specific need and not for money. Money may come later when you are fully absorbed
into your niche and properly understood the technicalities of blogging. Before you setup that blog,
it is expedient to know the importance of blog and what it can do.

http://www.frandimore.com/
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Blog is Search Engine Friendly. Most blog software has incorporated search engine optimization (SEO)
basics into their platform. For instance, blog automatically link posts/pages and use relevant keywords
in URL (Uniform Resource Locator), title and Meta tag of pages. These boast page ranking, indexing and
crawl rate from search engine perspective.

Well Organized. Blogs are well organized even automatically from content archiving to category and
have inbuilt search tags. These are all incorporated in the template. Posts and pages are arranged
chronologically in reverse order as they are published. These aid easy navigation between contents with
recent update at the top.

Online Community. Blogs have a special comment box that facilitates interactivity between blog owner
and audience/readers thereby generating unique content relevancy. This facility gives blog an edge over
traditional or static website.

Built-in RSS (Really Simple Syndicate). They have rss that distribute recent content to several search
engines. RSS Feed can also be installed for readers to subscribe to content updates via email.

Easy to Setup. Blog is really easy to setup and run effectively. All that is needed is to register your
domain name, get good hosting company and install the blog software and start posting contents.
Templates and plugins that add color and glamour to blog are available in their hundreds. Most are even
free. So also, there are free blog platforms that take just few minutes to setup.

Business Model. Business or product and services can be branded and given unique look through
constant updates, reviews and then, generate effective feedback from audience and customers. What a
way to relate with customer.

Post Sharing Across Social Networks. This is a potent form of online marketing- a resource that qualifies
blog as an effective online marketing channel.

However, there are free and self hosted blogs. Free hosted are the blogs on sub-domain of hosting
provider like blogspot on blogger and WordPress.com while self-hosted blogs are the sites that require a
paid web hosting and a registered domain name to function.

------------------------------------------------

Business owners are beginning to see the relevance and importance of blog to the success of
their business marketing drive. Especially in this era of technological advancement, business
globalization, unwavering interest of prospective customer to internet usage and the provision
of wider range of choice available to customers. All these culminated to increase the need for
effective online marketing that blog can provide. Below are reasons that reveal why blog is
important to the success of business and individual prospect.

http://www.frandimore.com/
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There is a wall of difference between self hosted blog and free blog. The importance attached to the
reason why we want to start a blog will depend greatly on our choice of host whether free (blog hosted
free on a sub-domain) or paid (self hosted). The fact remains that one has more features and
functionality than the other.

Basically, both perform the same function. Like I said earlier, the choice is all yours. I would outline the
features they both have so as to help figure out the one that will suite the purpose of your blog.

Self Hosted Vs Free Blog
FEATURES FREE BLOG SELF HOSTED BLOG

URL (Domain Name) Name + Host name Your Name
Host Sub-domain Self

Branding No Yes
Flexibility No Yes

Control No Yes
Plugin & Widget Limited Unlimited

SEO Tools Limited Unlimited
Trust Repose on Site Limited Unlimited
Bandwidth & Space Limited Unlimited
Customer Support None Host Dependent

Email Service None Available
Free Domain Registration None Host Dependent

Themes Limited Unlimited
Site Backup Automatic Manual Setup
Look & Feel Limited Unlimited

Setup Simple Complex
Professional Presentation Limited Unlimited

FTP Uploads Unavailable Available
Permalinks Limited Unlimited
Ownership Host Owner

Cost Free Paid

From the above analysis, it is obvious that a self hosted blog has more features and advantages over a
free blog. A blog intended for business or marketing purposes for instance, should consider self hosting.
But it could be interesting trying out blog on a free blogging platform like blogger in order to learn ‘how
to blog’ before considering paid hosting packages. That is what I did in my case. There are lots of free
blogging platforms that offer great and interesting features among which are WordPress.com, Blogger,
Weebly etc.
However, bloggers or business owners and organizations considering self hosted blog should understand
how to choose a good domain name and the best web host because of issues like branding, keyword,
uptime, site performance & breakdown, cost/value, customer support, price variation of hosting
companies and plans etc. We shall discuss this later. This eBook dwell on self hosted blog powered by
WordPress. The first thing to do in this case is to get a good domain name for your blog. We’ll walk you

http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/best-blogging-platforms-to-start-a-blog/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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through the way to do this effectively. Let’s talk on how to give a good name to your blog. The name you
see mostly at the top page of website.

The passion that underlay the drive to start a blog would reveal what to blog about which would
invariably be a guide on how to choose a blog name. What are you passionate about or the topic you
know well enough and can refine upon deep research for professional presentation or what need do you
feel blog can satisfy in your business, marketing, brand publicity, etc. Nevertheless, the name you intend
to give your blog must be people/audience oriented and keyword rich. Below are things to consider
when choosing a blog name.

Blog name must be the same as domain name. To choose a blog name that would be easy to
remember and quickly grasped by target audience and also, effortlessly create undoubted relevancy
from search engine point of view, the blog name must be the same as the domain name e.g.
Frandimore.com (domain name); Frandimore (blog name). This way, it becomes easier for
audience/client to acquaint themselves with the name and thereby unconsciously creating brand
stimulation. The tagline should be a concise description of the purpose of the site. It’s better to have
keyword rich name unlike the way the name is been configured.

Register domain name before naming your blog. If the first point above is anything to go by then, it
becomes imperative for new blogs to get a well researched keyword domain name registered so as not
to lose same. You may consider registering domain name on Godaddy or NameCheap.

It must reflect your blog. You cannot blog about marketing and name the blog lovezone. Instead,
lovemarketing or marketing-zone may suffice. When blog name contradicts the theme, it misrepresents
the purpose of the blog and that is a disservice to audience within business environment.

Blog name should be easy to remember. It is important to get a name that is very catchy, simple and
easy to remember. This increases the rate of blog spread, marketing and branding. I was trying to name
a blog on love relationship recently and I discovered the keyword I wanted to use have been taken (TLC
– Tender Loving Care). After little search, I found ‘tlcbase‘. The ‘base’ as a suffix for keyword targeted
‘tlc’ and the word ‘base’ characterizes love depot. You can see that the rate of assimilating this name
would be high among target audience as far as marketing the keyword rich blog name is concern.

Think into the future. Choosing a blog name and domain name can be extremely difficult especially
keyword rich names. It can be easy at the same time. All you need is to allow your passion flow
effortlessly into your physical being. Write down different names around your niche. Discuss with
friends and think ahead. Engage in keyword research. Narrow down the result to your specific passion
and visualize your content in 2 – 5 years to come. Though, frandimore.com was taken as a business
brand intended to be promoted across the globe, but the blog description went through great tussle
before coming up with blog setup & marketing. It had to reflect my passion, intention and focused goal
for the blog.

I humbly advise to get a domain name before attempting to choose a blog name. A name can be culled
out from domain name. Your passion and/or hubby should be a guide in choosing these names.

http://x.co/frandimore
http://www.namecheap.com/?aff=36145
http://www.tlcbase.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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How can we get good name that would include our keywords and
also form our core brand value. The following hints should equip us
on how to do just that.

Let your passion drive you: The main ingredient in a successful
blogging journey is passion. I started blogging because of the
passion I have for my plantain chips business, market needs and
the desire to help people. I later learnt the art of blogging which
momentarily gave birth to this blog. Frandimore was intended as a
unique brand on its own from business perspective. But tlcbase was
created for Google Adsense and the concern for people in love
relationship. In both cases, something deeper than necessity had
driven me to setup those blogs. Let what you are passionate about
guide you when searching for a domain name. Tlcbase was based
on keyword, while frandimore was based on brand development.

Blog name generator: After engaging in deep thought trying to
figure out the best name for your blog and the names you
generated have been taken. Don’t blow out your head. There are
websites or resources that can take up the task from there. These
sites are known for generating domain names and blog names.
Each website has specific working mechanism and different ways of
generating result, but they all function and target the same
purpose.

The difficulty experienced
nowadays in getting
unregistered keyword rich
domain names make
understanding how to do
domain name search
important. The increasing
need for business
globalization and online
marketing drive further
added to the population
that has found blog and
website useful couple with
the ease of setting up one
at next to zero cost. It is
more difficult to find a
name that can fully
represent our niche and
brand. Domain name is like
a sign post or the door
post to our site. It must
undoubtedly herald our
brand creativity. Branding
and uniqueness of blog
begin with domain name.
Your personal name
represents your totality in
terms of behavior,
emotions, character, etc.
That is the exact way
domain name is to
blog/website and that is
how search engine sees it
too. It is therefore
important we get it right
from this stage. How then
can we get good name that
would include our
keywords and also form
our core brand value.
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These websites allow you to search domain names. Just type in the name you want to search into the
search box and it will give you the result instantly. They also recommend names that have not been
taken and keyword suggestions. The ball is in your court. Play it the way you like, but remember to
refine the name to reflect your niche and brand. Try adding suffix or prefix to the parent name either
before or after.

The next step is to quickly register the domain name you work hard to get before it is hijacked.

It is imperative to register domain name after choosing the name that best suit your niche or what you
want to blog about. The process of doing this may not be as cumbersome as domain name search, but
can be rather technical especially for beginner. One of the reasons why it is important to get it right is
the need to point that domain name to your site (your web host server) after registering it with a
domain name registrar. These registrars need to submit the name to ICANN- Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (an international nongovernmental organization responsible for internet
protocols).
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Find a suitable and reputable domain name registrar like Godaddy or Namecheap and do a check/search
availability of the web address you intend to register for the last time. These web addresses usually
come in different version/extensions e.g. COM, NET, CO, BIZ, INFO, etc. Each has its specific function,
purpose and usefulness. For example, .com is for commercial and the most popular among other
extensions, but .co is following up rapidly, .org is good for nongovernmental organization or charity
website, .net for networking, .biz for business and so on. It is often better and necessary to register
other extensions of the same web name after picking a version. This may not be compulsory but can be
necessary if the goal to build unique brand quality across the globe is envisioned. This effort will prevent
competitors from registering the same name in other extensions most especially keyword rich names
thereby compromise your brand or dilute the keywords.

However, to register domain name, you must have credit/debit card
or PayPal account through which payment transactions would be
made. It cost 10-13 dollars to register a single domain extension.
There is discount on bulk purchase. All you need to do is input your
domain name into the search box provided and chooses the extension
you need. After the transaction, username or customer ID and
password including unique codes are sent to the email account used at sign up stage. Keep this
information for subsequent use. If you intend to choose a web host different from the domain name
registrar you used (which is the best practice), then you will need to point their server to your domain
name. Sometimes, we make the mistake of using the same web host to register our domain name
simply because; the offer is free and somewhat cost effective. There are reasons why I feel we should
not toll that path except a separate account is maintained that manage domain name transactions
different from web host account like the case of customers on Godaddy.

Why We Should Not Register Domain Name With Web Host
1) Ownership status maybe compromised: There is some personal information needed to effect
registration on ICANN via domain name registrar. Your web host may not have this information at the
point of registration. Therefore, they may use their information to register it on your behalf.

Why It Is Important To Register Domain Name
a) To brand your blog for uniqueness.

b) It would make you possess the right of ownership
c) No other webmaster will be able to register it and

later sell for profit
d) It is the address that point to your site.

e) Keyword rich names can be quickly hijacked so,
registering it on time makes it your own.

http://x.co/frandimore
http://www.namecheap.com/?aff=36145
http://www.frandimore.com/
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2) Domain transfer may become hard: It is a known fact that the domain name registered by a web host
on behalf of a client often become hard to transfer should the client decide to swap or migrate to
another web host. They use this technique as a yard stick to perpetually keep you on their platform even
when you no longer enjoy their services. The offer of free domain seems an indirect sales gimmick
employed to transform client to loyal and consistent customer. Beware of free service for nothing is
really free.

3) Web host scam: I have heard a situation where web host claim the ownership of domain names they
register on behalf of clients only to demand huge amount of money for transfer. Though, this is a
peculiar situation. The move is similar to domain name front running or domain name registrar’s scam.

4) Renew process: Domain name registration expires in at least a year depending on the number of
years registered for after which the recipient would have to signify the intention of continue usage by
renewing the process of registration, failure to do so would amount to loosing the name. This is better
done by you and not a third party. There may be some update you want to effect on your personal data,
DNS configuration and so on.

5) Effective management: It is far better to manage domain name and web host transactions in
different portfolios. It gives you more control and effective management.
Now, how do we point our domain name to our web host server because only then can our website be
accessible and functional. But, before then there are precautions we need to observe while registering
domain name.

Beware of domain name front runners. They hijack keyword rich domain names before they are
registered. HOW? When you type a domain name into a browser with the intention to see if it is not
taken, domain name front runners get to know about it through software and hijack it by registering it
immediately before you ever think of registration. They do this with the hope of making profit when you
later want to register the name. This is part of the reasons why some domain names are very expensive.
Do not use browser to search for domain name. If you do, be prepare to register it immediately.
Likewise, some domain name registrar hijack searched names on their platform when they are not
registered immediately. Ensure you are ready to register a name before embarking on research.

Get reputable domain name registrar like Godaddy or Namecheap. They are reliable. Do not share the
name on forums before you register, but you can seek advice from friends you trust. Good keyword rich
names are not easy to think through these days. Keep yours discreetly.

It looks like you good and fully equipped to go setup your blog straight away. Alas! There is still
something you should know before you go ahead to do that. The company that will provide the house
for your blog called web host. They provide the server that contains all the files associated with your
site. You should care to know them and how they operate. They are responsible for the smooth running
of your site.

http://x.co/frandimore
http://www.namecheap.com/?aff=36145
http://www.frandimore.com/
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The most difficult, intimidating and thought provoking aspect of blog setup for business and marketing is
in choosing the most effective and reliable web hosting company. This could have hampered the progress
and growth of some blogs especially beginners who do not have basic knowledge of web hosting. No
wonder most site owners feel unsatisfied with one hosting plan or the other, having stories to tell in each
case e.g. uptime issues, bandwidth provided, customer
support issues, cost/value and so on.

To this end, I sincerely feel it is expedient to have little
knowledge about web hosting. This would aid the choice
and understanding of web hosting site that intend to host
our precious blog that herald our brand emblem with no
recourse for dissatisfaction down the line.

Web Hosting Basic Components
The basic components of a functional web host comprise
physical component (bandwidth, disk space and uptime) and software component (database, operating
system, email, cpanel and language support).

Physical components
Bandwidth: Bandwidth, expressed in gigabyte or bits per second is the number of hits/clicks a website
gets per month. For instance, one gigabyte bandwidth per month is about 100,000hits
Uptime: This determines the performance of website and gives an insight into the effectiveness and
reliability of a hosting plan measured by the uptime percentage they parade. Uptime is measured by 99.
X % where x represents the number of 9. The more the 9 after decimal point, the more reliable the web
hosting plans. For example, an uptime of 99.9% indicates 9 hours breakdown of site in a year while
99.99% is about one hour breakdown in one year.
Disk space: The space offered a website/blog. From experience, this may not constitute any problem for
most web hosting companies because, they offered large disk space that can never be used up by a
normal site within a given hosting plan, though there could be exceptions.

Software Components
Database: This is the store house of data. There are two major ones- MSSQL and MySQL. PHP is good on
MySQL while MSSQL works best on ASP.Net and ASP.
Operating System (OS): This is about the system or platform on which your site will run. There are two
major distribution channels. (a) Linux is good for shared hosting plan with site written in PHP, HTML or
Perl. (b) Window server is good when a site uses FrontPage Extensions or written in ASP or ASP.Net.
However, Linux distribution is cheaper.
Control Panel (cpanel). This is the control room where major alterations and settings are done. Shared
web hosting plans usually come with one type of cpanel or the other. Learn how to use different types
of cpanel in these tutorials.
E-mail: Web hosting plan come with email facilities incorporated into the system e.g.
info@frandimore.com. The number of email accounts offered varies from one hosting company to the
other and the cost per hosting plan.

http://www.frandimore.com/
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Supported Language: Web host server run on different languages. So, your site must be written and
packaged in the same language e.g. PHP, HTML, ASP.Net, ColdFusion or Ruby on Rails.

Types Of Hosting Plans
There are basically five types of hosting plans offered by a typical web hosting company. This should
help you figure out which one is good for the site you want to host.
Shared Hosting Plan. This is where a server hosts thousands of sites. This type of plan is relatively
cheaper but has the tendency to experience breakdown more often, say about 99.9% uptime. Also, the
customer support is often time very poor. Usually, the host company tends to setup forum, help pages
and FAQs as a way of responding to issues and resolve perceived problems.
Virtual Private Servers. Unlike shared hosting, a certain quantity of resources on a server is allotted to a
site on which is expected to manage and run effectively. This type of plan has more control than the
shared plan but of course, more expensive. The uptime is also higher.
Reseller Hosting. Just as the name goes, reseller hosting plan are allotted a defined resources on a
server where they host and/or manage sites in their hundreds until the resources are fully used up. This
is good for website developer or webmaster that has interest in web hosting but doesn’t have the
resources to put up a hosting company.
Dedicated server. A dedicated server plan is when a server and its hardware functionalities are solely
dedicated to an account/site. This is necessary for site with specialized configuration for effective
performance with high uptime requirements.
Managed servers. Managed server is the totality of the management of the hardware and software of a
single server which include prompt and professionally inclined customer support services, backup and
monitoring. This type of plan hardly surfers breakdown, but is the most expensive among all hosting
plans.
Now that you’ve had a glimpse of what web hosting is all about, it’s time to know the parameters to
consider when choosing a web host.

1. Support Services/Man Power: In every operation or system there bound to be unforeseen
circumstances that would warrant the input of an expert. The effectiveness of a web host is in the speed
with which they respond to complaint from customers. Although you may not expect to get full service
support when you buy cheap hosting packages/plan between 3–5 dollar/month because, man hour of
an expert is not cheap. Most web hosting site incorporate forum, help pages and FAQs as medium for
customers to get solution to problems. This may not be much of a problem for a web savvy individual.
However, it is far better to choose a web host that care and respond promptly to customer complaints.

Choosing the best web host for a website can be very tempting and exhaustive even after
understanding the basic mechanism and importance of web host. The vast majority of them are
available at our beck and call, offering mind bulging prices with great features some of them
may not provide, makes it exceptionally difficult to know which one should host our site. Making
inquiries on the effectiveness of the products and services they offer is as important as gauging
the productivity of these host companies before committing our blogs into their care. Below are
the factors to consider before choosing a web host.
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2. Reliability: A reliable hosting company would give credence to our marketing effort in making our
products and services reach target audience at all time. This is particularly important for business
growth. The overall site performance depends greatly on the reliability and efficiency of web Host
Company. How does their service delivery match with what they promised or advertised?

3. Uptime Requirement: As much as uptime is important it however varies with hosting plan and cost. A
shared hosting plan tends to have lower uptime of about 99.9% while dedicated server has much higher
uptime guarantee.

4. Cheap Hosting Plan: It is not advisable to run or host a site intended for business or marketing
purposes under a cheap hosting plan because of its attendant problems like uptime/breakdown issues,
delayed customer service and insufficient bandwidth provision. This could cause business retardation. A
new or personal blog with low traffic can still survive under this type of plan anyway.

5. Maximum Online Research. The best place to evaluate the performance of a web host is on web
hosting forums and reviews. Use the search engine to look for as many reputable hosting forums you
can get. Join in the discussion by asking all the questions you have to gauge the performance of the
hosting sites you have in mind. Maintain an open mind so as to get a lead to the best web host that
satisfies all your requirements. You may also read reviews on web host to fully understand their strength
and weakness most especially the time they’ve been in business, disaster recovery policy, rate of
customer service delivery, uptime and load time issues.

I believe you are fully equipped and guided on how to choose a web host for your website or blog. If so,
then it’s time to register website with a hosting company.

----------------------------------------------
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When you have done all the research needed to gauge the performance of the web host you intend to
use and satisfied with them, you’ll then take the step to sign up with them. We recommend hostgator. It
is the best platform to start because they have excellent customer service and video tutorials to help
guide you through the experience. Apart from this, they provide clients with SEO tools, marketing ideas,
email facilities, free premium themes and many more. Their prices are highly competitive and offers
99.9% uptime guarantee on the cheapest package. You this coupon code (frandimore) to get 25% off
any hosting plan on hostgator.
Let’s use hostgator as an example on how to sign up with a web host. Log on to hostgator.

Click on the hosting plan that best suit the purpose of your site and the cost you can bear. They have
hatchling, baby and business plans.
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If you’ve registered a domain name, enter it into the box titled ‘I currently have a domain name’, if not
enter a domain name into the first box titled ‘Register a new domain’. Hostgator provide free domain
name registration for new customer.

The next step is to create username and password then the billing information. You need to have a
credit card to make this transaction. Once the transaction is completed, an email is sent that contain all
the necessary information that would aid setup process. E.g.

Control panel link
cpanel username
cpanel password
Domain URL
Nameserver 1
Nameserver 2

If you register your domain name with another domain name registrar like Godaddy, then you’ll have to
point the domain name to the host server. Refer to page 16 for detail step.

There are so many web hosting companies that can handle all our website hosting needs. They offer
varied but specific packages at comparative prices. It is necessary to research on the hosting site
intending to host our website because, this determine the growth and success of all our online
endeavors. Nevertheless, we have put together in no particular order a number of web host companies
we believe you can choose from. However, we are in partnership with a quite number of them especially
Hostgator (get this coupon code frandimore for 25% discount on any hosting plan on hostgator) and
Godaddy for the purpose of ensuring free WordPress blog setup for beginners or clients who might need
it.

List of Web Hosting Companies
HOSTING COMPANY BANDWIDTH DOMAIN PRICE MONEY BACK

iPAGE Unlimited Free $ 3.5 Anytime
JUST HOST Unlimited Free $ 3.75 Anytime

MOCHA HOST Unlimited Free $ 1.95 180 Days

http://www.frandimore.com/web-hosting/best-web-hosting-companies/
http://secure.hostgator.com/~affiliat/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=Frandimore
http://x.co/frandimore
http://www.frandimore.com/free-wordpress-blog-setup
http://www.frandimore.com/
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BLUE HOST Unlimited Free $ 4.94 Anytime
WEB HOSTING HUB Unlimited Free $ 3.95 90 Days

FAT COW Unlimited Free $ 3.15 30 Days
HOSTGATOR Unlimited Free $ 3.96 45 Days

GODADDY Unlimited; 10GB $13/Yr $ 4.24 -
INMOTION HOSTING Unlimited Free $ 4.17 90 Days
WEB HOSTING PAD 1ooGB; 10GB - $ 1.99 30 Days

GREEN GEEKS Unlimited Free $ 4.95 Anytime
HOST MONSTER Unlimited Free $ 4.94 Anytime

ELEVEN2 50GB; 10GB Free $ 3.17 60 Days
HOST HERO Unlimited Free $ 3.95 30 Days
HOST PAPA Unlimited Free $ 3.95 30 Days
HOST UPON Unlimited Free $ 3.95 30 Days
WEST HOST 1000GB $12/Yr $ 4.00 30 Days

iPOWER Unlimited Free $ 4.95 30 Days
START LOGIC 25GB Free $ 3.99 30 Days
MID PHASE Unlimited Free $ 2.95 30 Days

YAHOO 1000GB Free $ 3.74 30 Days
AN HOSTING Unlimited Free $ 3.95 Anytime
DREAM HOST Unlimited Free $ 8.95 Anytime

POW WEB Unlimited Free $ 3.88 30 Days
ARVIXE Unlimited Free $ 4.00 60 Days

EASY CGI 7500GB Free $ 7.98 30 Days
REGISTER 300 GB Free $ 9.96 -

SUPER GREEN HOSTING Unlimited Free $ 4.45 Anytime
APLUS 2000GB Free $ 4.98 30 Days

1&1 Unlimited Free $ 3.99 90 Days
ULTRA HOSTING 200GB - $ 17.95 Anytime

HOST ROCKET Unlimited Free $ 5.99 6 Months
Ix WEB HOSTING Unlimited Free $ 3.95 30 Days

NET FIRMS Unlimited Free $ 4.45 30 Days
DOT5 HOSTING Unlimited Free $ 5.95 -
HOST FOR WEB Unlimited Free $ 3.95 30 Days

VPSLINK 100GB - $ 7.95 -
UTIWARE 2GB Free N3,500/Yr -

WEB4AFRICA 5GB Free N 533 30 Days
GURU HOST 4GB Free $ 2 60 Days

http://secure.hostgator.com/~affiliat/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=Frandimore
http://x.co/frandimore
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SMART WEB 20GB Free N2,500/Yr 30 Days
WEB LAGOS 5GB Free N4,500/Yr -

A SMALL ORANGE 5GB $10.5/Yr $ 2.92 60 Days
THINK HOST Unlimited Free $ 7.95 Anytime

WEB HOSTING BUZZ 10000GB Free $ 4.95 45 Days
NIGERIAN WEB HOSTING Unlimited Free N7000/Yr -

LYPHA Unlimited Free $ 6.95 30 Days
HOST EXCELLENCE Unlimited Free $ 3.95

GLOBAT Unlimited Free $ 4.44 30 Days

The above list of web hosting companies does not represent the entire hosting site available on the net.
There are others in their hundreds. We put these together just to help you quickly figure out which one
to choose instead of search through the web. Still in the spirit of ensuring we serve you better and take-
away some of your online burdens.

Guessed you should be in a hurry to get that setup done? But hey, wait a minute. There is something
very important you need to know. You have to point your domain name to your blog with the host
server. Slow and steady they say win the race.

Why Is It Important To Point A Domain Name To Your Blog?
The name you registered have to be converted to something the computer can read, connect and
understand – the computer you and your prospective customers will use to reach your blog via internet.
These computers work on IP (Internet Protocol address) to connect network of computers on the
internet. This IP address which are set of four numbers (356.278.48.13) need DNS (domain name
system) to translate it to word you and I understand. So, the web host that houses your blog generates
DNS that look like this;

ns1.frandimore.com
ns2.frandimore.com
ns3.frandimore.com
ns4.frandimore.com

Where frandimore can be any name given to web host server. These DNS can be two or more but not
less than two (primary and secondary server). Please, ensure you get this DNS. It should be included
with the email sent from domain name registrar. You can also get it on your account on their site. If you

It is very important to point domain name to your blog or website on your web host server via domain
name registrar. Why? So that web host can effectively deliver your web page queries or requests to
recipient IP. To get to this point in the process of creating a blog, you must have registered your domain
name and signup with a web host of your choice.

http://www.asmallorange.com/?a_aid=frandimore
http://www.frandimore.com/
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can’t find it, then I advice you contact your domain name registrar directly.
This DNS are inserted into the data account that defines your domain name on your registrar’s platform,
because the web host needs to connect with your domain name so as to be able to process and deliver
any request for that name. Web page delivery is an array of network between the computer, internet,
web host and domain name.

Now that you have an idea how web pages are delivered which makes it one of the reasons why it is
important to point our domain name to our blog, it’s time to learn the processes involved.

Basic Steps To Pointing Domain Name To Blog Or Website.
To get started, you’ll have to get the DNS or nameserver of your web host. Usually, it should be included
in the first mail sent to you immediately after completion of signup. Also, you can get it on the FAQ or
forum page on their website. If all these do not work which I strongly feel it should, then your last resort
is to either call the customer support service or send an email. This may not be the best way to go if you
want this done fast because, it may take a while to get response. However, deem it fit to contact us or
mail me on ideas@frandimore.com or call +234 802 247 9040 so I can lend you a helping hand.

However, domain name registrars have different ways of representing terms, but all still boil down to
the same thing.eg Name server, Nameserver, DNS manager etc. Use your discretion and word prowess.
There is no definite terms used. For the sake of clarity, I’ll use Godaddy as example since they are more
popular in the industry.

1. Log on to Godaddy- domain name registrar’s website
2. Log in to your account

3. Look for domain manager and click on it.
4. If you register more
than one domain
names, it will bring out
drop down list of all the
names you’ve
registered. Click on the
one you wish to point
to your blog. If it’s just

http://www.frandimore.com/contacts/
mailto:ideas@frandimore.com
http://www.frandimore.com/
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one you registered, click on it.
5. This should take you to where you’ll find Name server. Click on it.
6. Insert the DNS generated by your web host into the boxes. The DNS should be at least two. Just insert
the DNS given into the boxes provided one after the other.

7. Click OK and you are done. Remember to log out.

For the sake of proper understanding, here is flash tutorial on how to point your domain name to your
blog on Godaddy and Namecheap by siteground.

Now that you have understood how to point domain name to a web host server; what next? You need
to install the blogging platform (content management software) of your choice that will conveniently
offer all the features and scripts necessary for great blogging experience. We advice you choose
WordPress for so many reasons.

There are numerous blogging platforms that provide great content management software, but
WordPress has successfully set the pace in the delivery of modern blogging technology. How has
WordPress maintain this fit in the face of growing blog awareness and the increasing innovation other
platforms have being incorporating into their system for effective functionality and performance.

Open Source Blog Software- This is about the only main fundamental reason why WordPress
metamorphosed into the best blogging platform. Though, the software was originally created by Matt
Mullenweg, but because it has enjoyed the contribution of large community of developers who are
jointly making WordPress what it is today and the ‘blog dream’ of tomorrow. They have helped in
developing lots of great add-on like plugins and themes in there thousands, many available free. No
blogging platform has enjoyed these enormous contributions from the community they serve or any
other source for that matter.

Customizable and Free- WordPress blog software download is free, but for it to function it has to be
hosted on a domain server. Then, since the platform is an open source system you can modify it to suit
your specific needs. That is why it is possible for developer to come up with scripts and design functions
in form of add-on and templates that add beauty to WordPress. Above all, it is simple to install. Some
web host provides one click installation sometimes call fantastico.

Unlimited Growth Capacity- Because of the enormous contribution of community of developers adding
better efficiency and optimum performance possible, the growth of any niche of blog on WordPress is
guaranteed and can also keep up with the best tools possible in the world of blogging. I receive new

http://video.siteground.com/dns-voice/dns_godaddy.html
http://video.siteground.com/dns-voice/dns_namecheap.html
http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/best-blogging-platforms-to-start-a-blog/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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WordPress themes virtually three times a week. How many blogging platforms have that speed and
tenacity? Sincerely, blogs hosted on WordPress are in safe hands and with better functionality.

Dynamic Presentation- The availability of thousands of themes and plugins make it possible to tweak
your blog here and there until you are able to come up with a ‘total sum of whole’ that represent what
you want to achieve. Only dynamic blog software can offer such presentation. Even when you are not
satisfied with default templates on WordPress, you can easily get thousands of ready-to-use WordPress
compatible templates online. Most of them are free to download. Blogger.com has its specific and
dynamic offers even on their free package, but limited in add-on and templates. However, WordPress
has clean code base that follows general web standards. These allow WordPress blogs compatible with
most web browsers that conform to this provision.

Dynamic Dashboard- WordPress dashboard is arranged in such a way that menu are categorized for
easy use and identification. This administrative panel menu is placed conspicuously on the left side bar
for easy navigation. A click on any tool would reveal its specific function and a guide on how to scale
through. For instance, if you want to compose a post, you just go to post and click on add new. This will
present platform on which to write your post and other things you can do. So also, the management of
themes, plugins and many other things are done with easy.

SEO Compatible- The greatest reason why I chose WordPress against blogger I started with is the
compatibility of WordPress blog to SEO. Let me unveil an experience. I copied a 2 months old post I did
on blogger and post it on WordPress blog I newly setup. To by greatest surprise, in less than 5 days the
post ranked second on the first page of Google for the optimized keyword. Blogspot couldn’t make it
show up even on the 5th page on Google search. WordPress has SEO structures embed in it platform like
creating permalinks, automatic blog ping services, all in one seo pack, pagination and to crown it all, it is
user-friendly. All these and many more make WordPress blog pages easily crawled and indexed quickly
by search engine spider.

Full Support Team- With WordPress, you are sure to get in-depth answers to any question on diverse
topics. Forums, FAQ, help page, web-search engine and co-bloggers on WordPress are places to go for
support. Beginners are sure to have all the tools and materials needed to transform their blog to
whatever they want at their finger tips.

Constant Update- WordPress blog software is constantly updated to newer versions from time to time,
keeping the platform fresh and in dept on advance technologies and developments.
WordPress is indeed a blogging platform to start a blog especially business blogs. The site architecture
and feature presentation that would contain our products and services should be able to meet the
requirements of standard marketing. It should embed confidence and reveal professionalism in both
outlook and content to gain the trust of target audience. This would invariably generate leads that can
be converted to sales. WordPress blog software has these requirements. The blogging platform with the
best user experience! Yes, we endorsed it as the platform to build your blog. It can only get better.

Now is the time to install WordPress. Ensure you carry along the knowledge you’ve gain so far as we
journey into the path of this installation.

---------------------------------------
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It can be very frustrating and time consuming for beginners who do not take time to learn how to setup
a blog on WordPress. But it is very simple and straight forward once you understand the techniques. To
have got to this point on this eBook implies that you desire to know it. There are three major steps
involve in the process of blog setup on WordPress.

1. Register a domain name- You can get domain name registered with Godaddy or get one free
from web host like Hostgator when you choose them as your host. Refer to page 16 for details.

2. Get a good web host- The Company that will house your site. We recommend Hostgator
especially their baby plan. You can use this coupon code (frandimore) to get 25% discount on
any hosting their hosting plan.

3. Install WordPress software- WordPress blogging software is free and you can install it either
automatically by just a click or manually if you’re web savvy. Discussed in detail below.

The above setup operation can be compared to your house project. You need a land to build your house,
a construction company to work on the design structure and of course, the gateway to the building. The
blog setup is the project, the land is the web host that will contain your web files and the construction
company is WordPress software while domain name is the gateway. They all work in unison for the
development of the website. We’ve discussed how to register domain name and how to choose and
register it with a good web host. Let’s now dwell on how to install WordPress.

There are basically two ways to install WordPress- automatic and manual method.

Many hosting companies provide one click automatic installation of WordPress on control panel often
called fantastico. To access this tool, you must have registered with a host and log in to a control panel.
NOTE: You must have point your domain name to your host server if a different company is handling it
before attempting WordPress installation.
1. Log in to your cpanel 2. Click on Fantastico De Luxe under software/services

4. Click on WordPress under Blog on left-hand column 5. Click new installation under WordPress
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6. A form called installation location will show up. At the top is the box for your domain name. It should
appear automatically if you’ve point your domain name correctly or give it some time to propagate. It
may take up to 24hrs to ratify the process.

Leave the next box empty if you intend to install WordPress in the root directory. This is what we
recommend for beginners who want to use a domain as the main site and also, for SEO issues.
Nevertheless, it can be installed as a sub-domain. In this case, the next box would bear the name of the
sub-domain usually blog. If domain is installed on root directory, the URL of the site will be
www.yoursitename.com, but if it is installed on sub-domain, the URL becomes
www.yoursitename.com/blog.
7. Under the admin access data, enter your admin username in the first box
8. Enter your password into the second box
9. Under base configuration, enter your nickname
10. Enter your email account into the second box
11. The name of your site into the next box
12. And a concise description of your site into the last box
Check all inputted data and ensure they are error-free before you hit the install WordPress button.
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13. The next page shows the database generated and required for the installation and where you’ve
chosen on your domain for installation. Click finish if you are satisfied.

14. Your log in information to
WordPress backend and other
detailed installation information are
provided on the next page. Enter
your email into the box provided so
as to send the information to you
directly. Keep it safe.

Your Wordpress powered website is
now life on the World Wide Web. To
access it, type your domain URL into
a browser, e.g.
www.yoursitename.com. And if you
want to access the admin panel,
enter www.yoursitename.com/wp-
admin into a browser and log in with
the account information sent to
your mail. It’s time to start blogging.

---------------------------------------------------
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However, you might want to know the other way in which WordPress can be installed- Manual Method.
Though it is a bit technical, but it is a way to broaden the scope of knowledge. Also, some things may go
wrong with automatic installation. You’ll need manual method to correct them. Sure! You’re good to go.
I would want to assume you already know how to register domain name and host the domain with a
web hosting company. You must have registered a domain name and host it with a web hosting
company to get to this stage. These are prerequisite to using wordpress.org. Let’s now look at how we
can install WordPress blogging program manually.

Download WordPress software: The first step is to download WordPress software on their official
directory to your desktop. It usually comes in two forms – DOWNLOAD.ZIP or DOWNLOAD.TAR.GZ. You
may download any one preferably the .zip file by clicking on it. A dialog box will emerge, click on save
and the file will be saved on your computer.

Unzip the file: You’ll need to unzip the file before uploading to appropriate server because; the file is in
a compressed form. To unzip, right click on it and select ‘extract all’ or ‘unzip’ among the menu options.
If you do not see it that implies your computer does not have the facility. You’ll need to install on your
computer by downloading Smurfit Expander or WinZip.

Channel Functionality setup: There are paths or channels through which WordPress unzip folder could
be updated and uploaded to the server for effective
installation and functionality. For instance, there are
two ways by which files can be uploaded to a server.

(i) FTP (file transfer protocol): Set up the FTP
account on the cpanel. Though, there are other
forms of cpanels, but the most common one is
cpanel. Click to watch a tutorial on how to set up
FTP on cpanel. You may use any FTP clients like
FileZilla, CuteFTP, Cyberduck and SmartFTP. You
need to download, install and configure one on your
computer for smooth and speedy file transfer and
management of your server which otherwise would
be very slow. When setting up FTP client like
FileZilla, you’ll need your host name, the username
and password used log into control panel and port
number. By default, the port number is set at 21. Fill
in these information and click on quickconnect if you’re
on fileZilla. This would automatically transfer all the files on your website to the right and files on the
computer to the left. Click here to watch a video on filezilla setup.

(ii) File Manager: It is one of the numerous menu options on cpanel that function as FTP. It can be use to
upload files, extract & compress folders, unzip files, download and for general file management. To
upload file, you must specify where you want to put the file on your server. Click on upload which can be
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seen among the top menu. Then, click browse on the new screen displayed. Choose the file you want to
upload from your local computer. Double click it. Click upload and close when upload is completed.

Setup MySQL database on your server: This can be done on your cpanel provided by your web host.
You may log in from your web host website or by typing this URL on your browser-
http://yourdomainname.com/cpanel or http://cpanel.servername.com and then log in. Click on MySQL
and follow the procedure.
a) Create a database: enter a name for your database and click next. Write down this database name
(VERY IMPORTANT). Your cpanel username will consistently be added by default to MySQL setup.
b) Create database user: Type in a username and create a very strong password. Usually, a strong
password should contain at least a number and a sign. Click on create user. Write down both the
database username and the password (VERY IMPORTANT).
c) Assign privileges: You will see another form where you can assign privileges to the newly created
user. If the user is the admin, it is important to grant all privileges. So, click on all privileges and click on
next. You’ll see a screen confirming the addition of a user into the database. Watch flash tutorials here.

Update unzip WordPress folder: It is now time to update and furnish the WordPress folder downloaded
and unzipped on the local computer with information that would aid connection and functionality on
web server. Firstly, open the unzipped WordPress folder and look for a file named wp-config-
sample.php. Open the file to see the content for editing. Ensure you use text editors like notepad or
word pad for editing. The file content you need to edit look like the text below.

// ** MySQL settings – You can get the info from your web host ** //
 define(‘DB_NAME’, databasename); replace ‘databasename’ (on this post it’s step 4a)
 define(‘DB_USER’, ‘databaseusername’); replace ‘databaseusername’ (on this post it’s step 4b)
 define(‘DB_PASSWORD’, ‘databasepassword’); replace ‘databasepassword’ ( on this post it’s

step 4b)
 /** MySQL hostname */

define(‘DB_HOST’, ‘localhost’);

Don’t let this intimidate you, what you are looking out to replace are just the following:
databasename; (generated on step 4a)
databaseusername; (generated on step 4b)
databasepassword (generated on step 4b)
localhost. (Contact your web host)

The database host name differs from one web host to the other but basically, most of them use
localhost. Ensure you find out from your web host. Below are just a few database name of some web
hosting company.

Hosting Company DB_HOST Name ( Value Guess)

AN Hosting Localhost

http://www.crucialp.com/resources/tutorials/flash-tutorials/x2/how-to-create-mysql-databases-in-cpanel.php
http://www.frandimore.com/
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A Small Orange Localhost

Blue Host Localhost

Dream Host mysql.example.com

HostGator Localhost

HostICan Localhost

LaughingSquid Localhost

MediaTemple GridServer internal-db.s44441.gridserver.com

One.com Localhost

Yahoo Mysql

Hosts with cPanel Localhost

Hosts with Plesk Localhost

Hosts with DirectAdmin Localhost

GoDaddy db.9492532.hostedresource.com

Save File: When you are done, save the file as wp-config.php in the same folder.

Upload Folder to server. Upload this folder either through FTP clients like fileZilla or via file manager on
cpanel to your domain server (as explained above).

Where to put the uploaded file: There are two places you can put your WordPress blog file on your
server, either in the root directory (public_html) or sub-directory. Oftentimes, I advocate installing
WordPress on the root or main directory for reasons of some SEO functions, but if the blog is to serve a
secondary purpose on the site or perhaps you intend to manage several websites on the same server,
then you should consider installing on a sub-directory.

Install script: To install WordPress placed in the root directory of a server, you’ll type into the browser
the following;

http://www.domainname.com/wp-admin/install.php; (where domain name is your actual domain
name). Your blog will thereafter take up the address; www.domainname.com.

For installation on a sub-directory, http://www.domainname.com/subdirectory/wp-admin/install.php
(where domainname is your actual domain name and sub-directory the name given for the sub-

directory) The actual blog address would be;
www.domainname.com/blog

http://www.domainname.com/blog
http://www.frandimore.com/
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Install WordPress: After the above process, a form will show up prompting for your blog title and email
address. Fill the form appropriately and click on install WordPress button. The next stage generates your
admin username and password. Keep this information, because that will henceforth be the log in
requirement to access the admin back-end of your WordPress blog. Your WordPress powered website is
now life with installed default template. Trust you’ll need a better template.

Moving from Blogger to WordPress? Click here for a step by step tutorial of how to import
your posts, comments, media files and tags from blogger to the WordPress site you’ve just setup.

-------------------------------------------------

WordPress has thousands of great and dynamic themes fully developed for professional presentation on
any niche. Majority of these themes are written or coded in CSS -Cascading Style Sheets that allow
beautiful design for catch and feel of website. As good as these themes look, some are free while some
are further fine tune for perfect and specific use. However, it can be overwhelming searching for the
right one to use while creating a website/blog even though they are readily available. Thorough research
has to be done in order to get the one that best suit the purpose for which it is intended and at
moderate price. Also, the theme’s package should be investigated and seek to comply with what is
needed.

While searching for themes, endeavor to read through the theme documentation and carefully study
the features. Most importantly, ensure it comply with WordPress most current software or at best could
be updated. Nevertheless, we have flock the net on your behalf to bring you a list that is more or less
like a directory of websites that engage in WordPress theme management and development for easy
access. We also try to tabulate them in terms of price, paid and free packages.

WORDPRESS THEME WEBSITES AND PRICE PACKAGES.
NAME OF WEBSITE FREE PAID PRICE

WORDPRESS Free - -
THEMELOOM Free Paid 49 dollars

ELEGANTTHEMES - Paid 79 dollars
NEW WP THEMES - Paid 20 dollars

THEMIFY - Paid 39 dollars
WAY 2 ZENITH Free - -

THEMES.WORDPRESS - Paid 50-70 dollars
WOOTHEMES - Paid 70 dollars
THEME SHIFT Free Paid 39 dollars
THEME TRUST - Paid 49 dollars
STUDIO PRESS - Paid 99.95 dollars

PAGELINES - Paid 97 dollars
THEME FUSE - Paid 49 dollars

http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/how-to-import-blogger-to-wordpress/
http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/best-premium-wordpress-themes/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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SOLOSTREAM - Paid 79 dollars
WPZOOM - Paid 69 dollars

IDESIGNECO - Paid 49 dollars
OBOX-DESIGN Free Paid 60 dollars
VIVA THEMES - Paid 49 dollars
DIY THEMES - Paid 87 dollars

PHOTOCRATIC - Paid 89 dollars
PANDA THEMES - Paid 95 dollars

ORGANIZED THEMES - Paid 75 dollars
THE THEME FOUNDRY - Paid 68 dollars

GORILLA THEMES - Paid 49.95 dollars
MINT THEMES - Paid 79 dollars

FTHEMES - Paid 20 dollars
GAB FIRE THEMES - Paid 59 dollars

CATALYST THEMES - Paid 77 dollars
FLEXI THEMES - Paid 29.90 dollars

ALOHA THEMES 16 Themes Paid 99 dollars
BAND THEMER - Paid 59 dollars

RICH WP - Paid 127 dollars
ithemes - Paid 80 dollars

ORGANIC THEMES - Paid 69 dollars
PRESS 75 - Paid 75 dollars

BIZZ THEMES - Paid 69 dollars
WP THEMES DIR Free - -

WORDPRESS THEMES SHOCK Free - -
THEMES JUNCTION Free - -

WORDPRESS FREE THEMES Free - -
FREE DOWNLOAD

WORDPRESSTHEME
Free - -

WPLIFT Free - -
FREE WPTHEMES Free - -

SIMPLE WPTHEMES Free - -
BLOG OH BLOG Free - -

DYNAMIC WP Free - -
PREMIUM PRESS - Paid 75 dollars

PRO THEME DESIGN - Paid 59 dollars
STANDARD THEME - Paid 49 dollars

PRESS JUNKIE - Paid 59 dollars
COLOR LAB PROJECTS - Paid 59 dollars

THEME JAM - Paid 59 dollars
THEME-JUNKIE - Paid 39 dollars

THEME WEAVER - Paid 44.95 dollars
UP THEMES - Paid 50 dollars

VOOSH THEME - Paid 35 dollars
NATTY WP Free Paid 35 dollars

NEATO THEMES Free Paid 29.99 dollars

http://www.frandimore.com/
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PLIABLE PRESS - Paid 49 dollars
GRAPH PAPER PRESS Paid 99dollars/yr/34T

MOJO-THEMES - Paid 37 dollars
THEME FOREST - Paid 35-55 dollars

BLEEPLI - Paid 49 dollars
CSS IGNITER - Paid 39/yr

SIMPLE THEMES - Paid 79 dollars
CLOVER THEMES - Paid 70 dollars

KREATIVE THEMES - Paid 49.90 dollars
XTREME-THEMES - Paid 79.95 dollars
ROCKET THEMES Free Paid 50 dollars

APP THEMES - Paid 99 dollars
UFOTHEMES - Paid 49 dollars

CHURCH THEMES Free Paid 29 dollars
BRILL THEMES - Paid 88 dollars

DESIGNER THEMES - Paid 40-50 dollars
INK THEMES - Paid 45 dollars

SPLASHING PIXEL - Paid 68 dollars
STORE FRONT THEMES - Paid 59 dollars

TEMPLATICA - Paid 60 dollars
THEME SPECTRUM - Paid 49 dollars

HAPPY TABLES - Paid 39 dollars/month
FROG THEMES - Paid 48 dollars

THEME FIT - Paid 59 dollars
THEMESUMO - Paid 30 dollars

BLUCHIC Free Paid 79 dollars
THEMES KINGDOM Free Paid 29 dollars

WORDPRESS THEMES BASE Free - -
TOKOKOO - Paid 75 dollars

WP HUB - Paid 25 dollars

Haven’t chosen the theme that best suit the purpose of a blog niche and design provisions, it is now
time to install the theme on WordPress and then start customization. It is somewhat easy to customize
WordPress themes if you understand coding. You may learn CSS and HTML at W3 for proper tweaking of
your entire site to represent a unique, but total sum of your brand.

It is really easy to install WordPress theme in as much as you know the procedure. The process and
format remain the same whether you are a beginner or professional. WordPress platform provides
definite step by which theme could be installed. Once you grasp the process, then you are set to install
themes on the fly.

Installing new theme would not have been necessary if the default themes that accompany WordPress
installation, in most cases Twenty Eleven or any other basic theme were good enough. Usually, they

http://www.w3schools.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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don’t meet the need, aspirations and capability of an envisioned site, let alone branding that help create
a voice among multitude of competition. It is therefore imperative to find a theme that would not only
be adaptable to the over-all language of the site, but one that is responsive and able to compliment the
total structure and target of the site.

There are basically two distinct methods of uploading and installing themes on WordPress. The first is
through the admin back-end while the other is by FTP program. Let’s take it one after the other.

1. Download theme. After searching and selecting the theme you want from the thousands of free and
premium themes available online, navigate to the download link and download it to your hard drive. It is
important to note that most premium themes are not free. You have to pay certain amount of money
before the download button is accessed. Theme package usually come in zip file. Get WinZip to open the
theme folder. The theme folder may come with more than one file. Locate the theme base folder.

Other files could be documentation, images, icons, etc. It is important to check all the documentation
that comes with it. Sometimes, there may be specific action to perform before a theme can work
properly. For instance, a particular code could be required to be edited and uploaded into a database.
So, please check with the theme developer
before commencing installation. These are
some of the little things that could hinder
effective installation of a premium theme.
Before downloading a theme, always preview
it through the demo and read the features.
Navigate through and check if it really suit the
need of your site before downloading or make
a purchase.

2. Log in to WordPress admin panel. From
this back-end, go to Appearance and click on
theme from the list of drop down menu. You’ll
see a theme that has already been installed by
default. At the top of the installed theme,
there are menus. Click on install theme.
Within the install theme page, there are
numerous WordPress themes that could be
installed right within the admin panel. Nevertheless, this is just another option of installing WordPress
themes automatically that could be explored in the course of building website.

3. Upload theme. At the upper part of the page, you’ll see Search, Upload, Features, Newest, Recently
Updated menus. Click on upload and from the page you can browse files on your system. From the
dialog box that appears, find the folder that contains the theme. Select the downloaded theme in zip
format and hit the open button.
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4. Install. Click on install button and wait for WordPress to do the installation automatically. Activate
theme and your new theme become live on your site.

.

The procedure still remains the same as above. The only difference is that the theme is uploaded via FTP
and then, activated through WordPress admin dashboard. To do this;

Log in to FTP client manager. Log in to your hosting account through cpanel or via customer portal as
the case may be to access file manager or log in directly from your computer to FTP manager like
FileZilla, Cute, Smart etc. Now, upload the theme to the wp-content/theme directory. If you upload the
theme file in .zip format, you’ll have to extract it within FTP pragram. In the alternative, you can extract
it with WinZip on your system before uploading.

Log in to WordPress admin panel. On the dashboard, go to appearance. Click on theme and activate the
theme uploaded. That becomes the default theme on your website. And that is all about installing
WordPress theme.
However, ensure you read through each theme features and documentation for installation guidelines
and the use of other theme packages like short codes, page templates, installed widgets, plugins on
theme, etc.

WordPress blogging platform is so flexible that thousands of both free and premium themes can be
installed automatically within the admin dashboard. The system integrated an interface within a page
function where themes can be installed without the need to download before installation. The
procedure involve in doing this is so simple that a beginner can guess his way through to proper
installation process.

1. Log in to admin dashboard. From the admin panel, go to appearance and click on themes from the
drop down menu.

http://www.frandimore.com/
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2. Click on install themes. On install theme page, you can search thousands of themes in terms of color,
column, width, features and subject.

3. Activate. If the theme is free, then you can activate or preview it. If it is premium theme, you’ll be
redirected to a payment platform where you can make payment online.

That’s all about installing themes within WordPress. This makes it easy to change the look and feel of
website anytime you want without stress.

Like I said earlier, no matter how good a theme is there is always something about it you’ll need to
change except custom built themes. Blogging is synonymous to branding. So, you have to make your
theme look different from your competitors and embed user friendly features that would create the
best experience on audience and prospective customers. That is where the journey of customization
starts.

It is important to customize themes for unique brand representation. Some of the features that come
with themes by default may not be needed for one reason or the other. Just like computer software
usually come with additional programs, but customized to meet specific purpose at the point of
installation. The niche difference and core functionality intended for the site may warrant a twist in the
general modification of a theme. I often say, blogging is about branding. If this is true, then you will have
to customize your template to look unique and that is when the blog and the content you provide within
your niche can really stand out from the crowd and people may look in your direction.

It is therefore necessary for template to be customizable. Majority of free WordPress templates may not
be easy to customize especially the footer links. To gain trust and credibility in online business world and
establish professional prowess, your entire template should look clean, neat, add value to audience and
branded around you or your business as the case may be. How can we get this done?

1. Remove unwanted features. Like I said, there are features that may not be necessary on templates
and as such should be discarded. For instance, badges, calendar and meta data are needless although,
this depend on your niche. A blog on event may consider calendar widget for audience easy reference.
Also, author info should be replaced with about page and recent comments should be deleted. This does
not really add value and it may alter the general outlook of the site.

2. Optimize template footer links. Another place where visitors should have access to major and
foundational elements that make a site apart from the header is the footer. Why? That is the last point
they will scroll to when they visit your blog. Help them to reach important things they might have
overlooked or couldn’t see at first glance. Understand that they have other things to do. The footer
should contain the link to popular posts, recent posts, archive, RSS Feeds, email subscription, home page
and a conspicuous contact info that includes links to social network connections like Facebook page,
twitter and LinkedIn.
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3. Content layout/ Site architecture. Most template have good content layout for content management
purposes, but we have to arrange posts by category in a well structured format. Individual blog post
should be archived into specific category for easy access and navigation. This is necessary for SEO and
user experience reasons. Keep category short but visible. A template that can itemize posts under
category in reverse chronological order with installed site map plugin upon customization is better.

4. Recreate your blog header. The first point a typical webmaster would want to start customizing a
theme is the header. All the features and text that usually come with a template by default are off
bearing with what is needed. The first thing is changing the logo, the header picture, social network
links, RSS Feeds and creating pages. The header must be branded to reflect the purpose and values of
the blog.

5. Home page presentation. This is the landing page of your blog and with all modesty; it should
represent both your brands and the purpose of the blog. What do you intend to blog about or what
services do you want to offer the audience and prospective customers. All these should be stated clearly
and concisely on the home page with links to detail information pages. The design outlook must be
distinct, unique and accurate with simple layout. A link to “About” and “Contact” pages should be
included. That is where visitors get brief but total package of the entire blog. Make it interesting and
exciting enough to make visitors dig into your product or service.

6. Customize 404 error page (Broken links). Many a time, we forget that there are broken links within
our directories or it could be links that come from other site (Backlinks) to a post that has been deleted.
Broken links could occur in diverse ways. When it thus happens, it is not professional to greet visitor
with a default 404 error page they are use to. Customizing it with images and text that indicate how else
you could assist them locate the file they look for may sound objective and reveals your sincere care
about them. You may put your search box, popular posts and email address should they need further
help. This would add value and trust to your site, putting you at vantage position for future business
transactions.

7. Color combination. The combination of colors on a template should blend with site brand perspective
and logo structure. This will definitely give the site a unique look if done properly. But we must choose
our template colors carefully. There are harsh colors like dominant red, dark green, purple, pink or
brown. These colors may be considered for widget header. Blogging is synonymous to marketing where
branding is essential. Be creative about it.

There are online resources that can help facilitate this effort. ColorZilla is one of the add-on on Firefox
and Google Chrome which effectively feature as color picker, eyedropper and has the capacity to
analyze any color on web pages giving you the exact color code in RGB and HEX. It can also help you
generate and edit CSS images and conversions. Another resource you can explore on finding best colors
suitable for your template is color schemer or WordPress color scheme development.

8. Logo structure. It is important to design a logo that speaks the language of the entire blog, not just
any image. The logo should carry behind it an experience that aligned with brand. So, be very creative
when developing your site logo. It should mirror your brand, having all the features that can stand side
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by side with your niche. You may try cool text. It has the resources that can help you perfect and blend
your logo to any form you like.

9. Plugin functionality. The overall functionality of a blog apart from the useful content it parade is in
the type of plugin installed. Plugin tend to further enhance the total user experience of a blog thereby
creating magnetic attraction towards the site if carefully chosen in consonance with the purpose of the
site. However, the following plugins may be considered for greater site performance. Akismet, DigThis,
Google site maps generator, Custom Query, WP-Super Cache, WordPress database backup, Related
posts, Jerome’s keywords, Sig2feed, Chunk URLs, Feed Smith, etc.

10. Page formation. Another way to make visitors spend more time on site is by creatively name blog
pages to carry one or two-word sales pitch tone, high enough to consistently earn a click. Make the color
conspicuous and inviting both on the visited and hover such that they blend with colors around them.

11. Create a favicon. Favicon is the icon you see that looks like small logo at the left side of the box of a
browser when the address of a website that has it is displayed. Favicon help to further brand a site
especially when bookmarked. I call this brand identification. There are lots of online favicon generating
site where you can create one if you are overwhelmed creating it yourself on Photoshop or Ms Word.

It is my hope that you now have an idea of how to customize WordPress template. However, this should
be an on-going thing, because blog is like building a house, where there is room for lots of customization
from physical structures to interior decor. To continually and effectively customize themes, I would
advise you learn HTML and CSS at W3Schools or Webmonkey. This is where real customization takes
place and with Firebug, you cannot run into problem. Firebug is Firefox add-on that allows you inspect,
monitor and edit CSS, HTML and JavaScript on any template. This will aid you to know where the code
you want to edit is located. You can then log in to your admin back-end, find the code and edit it to
reflect what you want on your template.

Another thing you should do is to check how compatible your template is across many browsers.
Overwhelmed by the long process of setting up a blog? If I heard you say big NO then, let’s ride on.

Another knowledge that would make a major difference in your effort to setup and maintain a blog is in
understanding how to install WordPress plugin. You might have to install or change different plugins
from time until you’re able to get perfect combinations that suit website overall purpose and function.

You can download this eBook: How to Install WordPress Plugin Like a Pro.
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There are plugins that would be needed for optimum site performance irrespective of niche
focus. These plugins are must have for small business outfit and they top my list of best
WordPress plugins. They have helped tailor my creative thoughts to the realm of manifestation.
You can’t believe they are free. It’s simply unbelievable. I share them so that you can tap from it
because it has not been easy to trim down to this list. It has been trial and error. I couldn’t stand
you going through those hassles when I have the simple answer.

1. MaxBlogPress Ping Optimizer: When a blog is updated, you need to notify search engines to
crawl the content with the intent of index. WordPress set a default ping system and allow the
service to be updated, but it lack control. It keep sending ping irrespective of the time of update.
So, even when you correct a spelling mistake or optimize an image of a published post it would
ping search engines. This move will definitely flag your site as ping spammer. To avoid this
problem, you should install this plugin. It would time your update notification and incorporate
handful ping service links you can start with straight away.

2. WP-PageNavi: This plugin will replace the usual default next and previous post link on page
navigation to a more compact view numerical format.

3. WordPress SEO by Yoast: If you’re looking for a comprehensive SEO for a WordPress
powered site, this is what you need. It is simple to install and configure. Sincerely, I feel it’s
better than the All-in-One SEO that is more popular probably the long settings associated with
WordPress SEO has made it unpopular recommendation among bloggers especially beginners.

4. Disqus Comment System: This plugin is a good replacement for WordPress default comment
box. It seamlessly integrates into WordPress with lots of sharing links and commenting
application that look more like a forum.

5. Google Analytics: A detailed and analytical information of website performance featuring
numerous metrics upon which results are formed and recorded. Google Analytics is a must have
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for business oriented blogger seeking optimum user experience and engagement that truly
guarantees maximum online presence.

6. Better Related Content: Thus far, I give a 5 star to this plugin. It contextually display related
content base on post keyword. Another plugin like this is nRetated.

7. Dagon Design Sitemap Generator: This plugin generates sitemap of all the posts and pages on
your website and gives option for design structures.

8. Acurax Social Media icon: If you want a floating social media link, this is the plugin for you.
Though, it has premium version, but the provisions for free package is just good enough for a
social media link.

9. Slide Social Share Button: What I love about the plugin is its floating characteristics and the
ability to customize the icon button. AA’s Digg Digg can serve as alternative.

10. UpPrev: Previous post animation notification would be a good replacement for Facebook
related post. It shows the previous post and it’s category at a pre-determined point on post page.
New York Times also use this plugin.

11. WP Super Cache: Just as WordPress SEO may be preferred to All-in-One SEO, so also is
WPSuper Cache to W3Total Cache as far as this site is concern. It is a matter of choice. But if
you discover conflicting responses or functionality among installed plugins, then what you need
might be WP Super Cache.

12. JetPack: This brings the power of WordPress.com into self-hosted blog like the ability to
create forms, on site stats, grammar checker, gravatar hover card, twitter widget, etc.

13. WP Backitup: It is certainly imperative to backup our blog from time to time because, of
unseen circumstance. The process involve can be tiring if done on a daily basis. WPBackitup
takes up this stress and backup your site within the frequency set and sends the backup files in
compressed format to an email account specified.

14. Broken Link Checker: It is rather unfortunate that we still greet visitors with 404 error page.
Broken links checker scan your blog periodically for broken links.

15. Tiny MCE Advanced: An extension for the usual built-in WYSIWYG editor (What You See
Is What You Get) on WordPress. If you want do more with post structure, Tiny MCE Advance is
a must have. It also comes with other plugins you can choose from- Custom Tiny MCE.

16. NextGen Gallery: A photo gallery management plugin mostly ideal for photographic sites
and image related niche.

17. Smush.it: Is a plugin that optimizes image and has the capacity to resize image by 40% while
it would still maintain its original quality.

http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/better-related/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/nrelate-related-content/
http://www.dagondesign.com/articles/sitemap-generator-plugin-for-wordpress/
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http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/slick-social-share-buttons/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/aas-digg-digg-alternative/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/upprev-nytimes-style-next-post-jquery-animated-fly-in-button/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/wp-super-cache/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/w3-total-cache/
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18. Contactme: A sliding contact form by contactme.com that can be accessed anywhere on
website. The free version is just OK for newbie’s or personal contact link if the branded link at
the bottom can be over-looked.

19. Google Custom Search Box: The default WordPress search box does not usually capture all
the post links within a site. So, may be defected in presenting some files to visitors. With Google
search, you don’t have to worry if it’s configured rightly on Google cse platform. You can even
monetize it if you wish.

------------------------------------------

It is very important to do a cross-browser compatibility check on our web design nearly anytime internal
structures are updated. Most theme developer may not specify compatibility of themes across browser
on documentation. When a template is compatible with the browser we use regularly, it is naive to
conclude it will also fit in exactly on every other available browser. It may be shocking to realize this is
not so. For the fact that a web design or an update fits in a particular browser say Firefox does not
guarantee compatibility in other browsers say Google chrome. The reason is in the response difference
of CSS code (cascading style sheets) across browsers. And this code is mostly used by theme developers
in configuration and styling that allows for great look and feel of themes.

To gain competitive edge in online business marketing, we must find a way to synchronize our theme to
have precise blog design presentation across browser. Clients and prospective customers are exposed to
different browsers and they are not oblige or restricted to the browser that best fit our theme. This
makes it imperative to ensure we find a way in making our site accessible and presented ‘as it should be’
to the generality of our customer base.

Probably very soon this might not be a major concern when web browser code is standardized against
common front and web developers are able to flow with the unified code. However, there are numerous
online resources and tools that can help check this compatibility given us the exact picture of how they
look on different browsers. Click here to see a list of different online tools you can use to test the
compatibility of your website across browsers.

----------------------------------------------------
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Now that you’ve fully setup and customize your website, you need to begin to think how to get
people to visit the site and do business with you. Though the reason for setting up website may
differ and the purpose it serves. The fact still remain that we need people to visit our site for it to
serve the purpose for which it was created. There are so many ways of doing this. From SEO,
PPC, Banner AD to Social Media Marketing. The one I like most is the traffic of people from
search engine. To benefit from the huge free traffic from search engine, you need to position
your site for it. This is called Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

If you’ve engaged in offline or display or pay per click advertising, you’ll appreciate why SEO is
the best and most cost-effective online marketing channel. It is almost not impossible to turn in
any of these advertising channels after setting up a website or blog.

How to attract potential customer would naturally be the next agenda. Let’s do a quick
comparison on these advertising vehicles to see if indeed my claim is right about SEO before you
take me up on it.

Offline Advertising

The great thing about offline advertising is
that many people will see the ad, but most
people would find it irrelevant to their
immediate need. Why? The messages lack
target. How many times have you decided to
buy a product simply by the commercials you
see on TV, billboard, magazine or newspaper?

Most of the time prospective customers tend to
use search engine to further familiarize with product, seek friends’ opinion across social
networks, compare prices, read product review before proceeding to the buying stage. No doubt,
the journey started offline through an ad, but encapsulated online.

What if the company that runs the advert is not optimized for the search term or better still, don’t
even have online presence? This would invariably amount to conversion leakage. Now, the cost
of running an ad offline is in excess of thousands of dollars. How do you reconcile that on ROI?
Any advertising channel that doesn’t bring in sales is a waste. To keep doing it on the basis of
building brand is a cop-out.
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Display Advertising

This is the display of banner advert on websites. Consider the cost of designing the banner (if
outsourced), then the time and stress of looking for websites to display it. You’ll probably be
paying on the basis of cost-per-click or per impression. What is the guarantee that the click
through rate would be transformed to sales either instantly or engaged and nurtured for
conversion?

Many people may click, browse through the site without connecting with the product or services
and you would have paid for those visits. Before long, you might be paying for thousands of
visitors that don’t add up to sales. It therefore implies that no sure way to tailor engagement and
conversion other than making the banner enticing for click. Most of the time the cost and effort
do not commensurate with return. With SEO, you don’t have to spend a dime.

PPC (Pay Per Click) Advertising

Pay per click advertising is like a short-cut to SEO. The results you see at the top and right hand
side on search engine are sponsored for definite search terms. This would have been the best way
to drive targeted traffic, but the bad news is- pay per click is based on auction model.

The highest bidders consistently take the first place. You might suddenly discover you have to
pay more to maintain the rank if more companies are willing to pay higher. The big question is
does the ratio of influx of traffic to sales conversion equate the cost? How do small businesses or

http://www.frandimore.com/free-traffic-insight/
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beginners fund such an investment? SEO takes off these burdens. Want to know how?

SEO- The Institute of Free and Targeted Traffic

Yes, search engine optimization is the source of free and targeted traffic. The first 10 websites
that make it to the first page of major search engines for their keywords is the evidence of an
optimized site. You would agree with me that it is not easy to attain this fit in an era where
millions of sites are making effort to optimize for the same keywords. This however, does not
make it impossible.

All you need do is to be committed to structure and
optimize your website for search engine and work hard
to ensure you make your site user-friendly while
creating unique experiences that linger on visitors. To
get tangible influx of traffic would definitely take
awhile if you’re just starting, maybe 4-7months.

Just keep at it, measure and analyze progress, improve
on result where necessary and always develop hunger
for relevant information that will increase your
knowledge.

For me, I focus consistently on how to serve my
audience and customers better. This has helped remove
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the thought of stress because; there is strength in identifying and serving the need of people.

Search engine optimization (SEO) checklist is one tutorial any webmaster doesn’t want to joke
with in the process of continually attracting target customer to their website. The irony is, most
often we tend to forget to flow judiciously with these SEO best practices called SEO checklist.

Why? Because, the list seems inexhaustible and search engine tend to keep changing their
algorithm (especially Google). One thing I have learnt in all is that as much as I serve two
masters (search engine & visitors) it is important to create unique and magnetic user experience
around my website be it at setup stage, post structure or maintenance culture adopted.

So, what I do is to x-ray critically the best SEO practices that would bring about the best
experience first for my audience and then, the search engine spider. Funny enough, I discovered
that what is suitable with the spider is also user-friendly.

Below are the most striking SEO strategies I have tried to imbibe from the long and seemingly
inexhaustible SEO checklist in my online marketing journey thus far. I pray it help you to get
started.

1. Title Tag- Apart from making post title catchy, it must not be more than 70 words long
including spaces. Because, I need all the words to appear fully on search engine so that my target
visitors can be propelled to click through. Catchy, keyword rich and readable title will always
attract visitors to click. More so, I ensure keywords are closer on title.

2. Meta Description- This is the 160 words excerpt search engine culled out from post
content and is displayed below the title on search result. To further catch the attention of visitors,
the Meta description should be sensitive and direct giving them the impetus to click. I would
always ensure the keywords I optimize for are present here.

http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/5-principles-of-user-experience/
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3. Page URLs- It should not be too long and must contain keywords. However, page title
would invariably be the page URL. But thanks to WordPress that incorporated the option to edit
post URL. This tool is an opportunity for me to make long URL’s short, direct and keyword rich.
In the same vein, I make use of the tool that allow me remove date on page URL making my
posts look fresh, unique and relevant at all time devoid of seen as old content.

4. Content Optimization- Content must be stirred to reflect a unique angle because;
nothing seems new really except the one you’re not aware of. But content with detailed
explanation on the topic treated would provide the answers to the need of audience. After all,
they clicked through with the hope to find what they wanted.

I should not disappoint them; otherwise they will look elsewhere at my peril. Linking to other
relevant and quality resources is strength and genuine service, because no one is an epitome of
knowledge. I should not forget to optimize content for targeted keywords as reflected on the title.

5. Unique Content- It has been said over and over again that content is the king. I
would like to re-phrase this slogan as unique content is the king. Search engine seems to favor
the first website to post about a trend. Though, doing it better from a new angle can also earn a
#1 rank.

Nevertheless, content must always be seen from a unique point of view. Don’t copy content from
another source and publish it on your site. For me, it diminishes reputation except the site is
made for Google Adsense. Rather, I’ll read the content, digest it and put up my own from the
angle of my understanding or link to the post out-rightly if adjudged detailed enough.

6. Easy to Understand Page Content- I have not served my audience if they
don’t understand my content or website structure. Effort must be made to use simple words that
people can easily understand. Grammar composition should be simple, straight forward and easy
to grasp. It is important to know who my audiences are and those I intend to woo into the fold.

From this knowledge, I’ll figure out the tone of communication that would work best. Generally
speaking, people prefer simple but correct English. After composing a post, I read through aloud
then, use Microsoft Word to correct spelling mistakes and grammatical errors.

7. Image Optimization- Apart from the fact that search engine spider and visually
impaired people need alt.tag to read an image on post, I feel it’s a good practice to always label
image this way because, it further tells visitors what the image is all about and the relationship it
has with the content. Also, it’s one of the best ways to enhance the strength of keywords.

8. Word Count- I do not really give a thought to the number of words on my post, but I
discovered that I do have long content whenever I plan to optimize for a particular keyword. 250
words may pass for a post, obviously not the one optimized for keyword that is #1 rank bound.
Long post should be broken down into sub-heading and provision for print and PDF

https://www.google.com/adsense
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downloadable version should be provided in case visitors do not have the luxury of time to read
it online.

9. Keyword Tags- Even though it has been said that search engine (Google) do not place
any importance on keyword tag, it’s still a good practice to add them on post content. It would
help visitors understand content at a glance from keyword perspective. I list keywords from the
longest to the shortest in length.

10. Underscores and Dashes in URLs- Dashes help to separate and group
words in compound way while underscores are alpha sign that exist on its own. Much has been
said about this by Google. There really exist differences between underscores and dashes. These
tutorials have helped me understand the proper use of dashes and underscore from SEO
perspective.

11. Easy Navigation- It would be a disservice if customer is allowed to lost in the midst
of paths while navigating pages of my website in search of something probably, information. To
ensure this does not happen, it is necessary to provide links at visible areas to major stream of
content and services.

12. Footer Optimization- To us, the footer is another mini site just like side bar
where useful links are displayed. The footer content should be enough to engage visitors so much
so that it creates an experience.

13. Keyword Strategy- This is more like a post on its own than I can share within few
lines. However, we do keyword research relevant to our niche and use keyword tools like Google
or Wordtracker to expand, inspect and analyze them before committing our time and resources
into it. Our major keywords are used across post creating relevancy and efficiency in the midst.

14. Clean Code Structure- Flash and JavaScript’s can hinder search engine spider
from accessing content which otherwise would have been indexed. Thanks to SEOMoz who
reveal this to me in his free eBook titled Beginner’s Guide to SEO. Right click on any of your
web page and select ‘view page source’ to see the code that make up your site. Want to look at
your website from the eye of search spider? Click here and enter your site URL. Minimize the
use of codes that can serve as impediment to your rank on search engine.

15. Ensure No Spam Tactics- Severe penalty is what we’ll get if we spam. Run
away from sales of automated backlinks, automated submission of site to directory and search
engine, automated ping that is not controlled and so on. All these may bring short-term result,
but what become of the site when algorithm change their ‘module operandi’ and penalize sites
that cheat. This they do periodically without notice.

These are my SEO checklist strategies I’ll continue to keep while serving my visitors and the
spider. One thing I love about SEO is that it offers absolute free traffic unlike other forms of

http://www.mattcutts.com/blog/dashes-vs-underscores/
http://www.googlekeywordtool.com/
http://www.wordtracker.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/services-view/beginners-guide-to-seo/
http://www.webconfs.com/search-engine-spider-simulator.php
http://www.frandimore.com/
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advertising (PPC, CPC, Banner Display, and Offline Advertising). But, you have to be
committed and work hard to see good result with time.

It is imperative to start a well defined frame work on increasing the speed of our blog. Audience
or visitors are time conscious on the net because, they seem to have lots of things to do almost at
the same time. Connecting with friends and family across so many social networking sites,
researching and educating themselves on products or services they need or would eventually
engage in, couple with the limited time they allotted to surf the internet. Then, the competitive
environment with millions of site offering the same solution that is presented to customers
through numerous search engine channels. All these among other factors would make them
abandon a site that takes long to load. To really catch their attention whenever they visit is to
optimize our site to promptly respond to clicks as they navigate through pages. Apart from this,
implementing page load best practices would reduce bandwidth consumption and save the server
from unnecessary burden let alone the preferred rank advantage on search engine.

How can we really achieve this?

1. Use the best image format. The best image types that consume less space volume are JPEG,
PNG and GIF images. Ensure images are converted to either of these formats before uploading to
media file.

2. Host images on another server. It is a wise decision to host images on flickr or amazon S3
accounts.

3. Re-size images. Use Photoshop or other image re-sizer software to minimize the size of image
before upload. Don’t re-size after uploading.

4. Add slash at the end of URL e.g. www.frandimore.com/home/

5. Use height tag and width tag to define the specific space occupied by images or tables e.g.

< img id =”watch” height= “250″ width=”250″ src=”http://www.frandimore.com/watch.png”
alt=”watchimage” />

6. Don’t embed CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) on each page rather, put them in separate file (.css
file) and clean your css code.

7. Optimize CSS by aggregating together dispersed codes, e.g. Convert this:

http://www.flickr.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
http://tools.dynamicdrive.com/imageoptimizer/
http://www.frandimore.com/home/
http://www.cleancss.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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margin-top: 5px
margin-right: 10px
margin-bottom: 5px

margin-left: 10px
To single: margin: 5px 10px 5px 10px

8. Optimize images. Use ‘save for web’ tool on Photoshop or other image optimizer to convert
images for web use after design.

9. Minimize the number of objects on your site like images, header, tables, etc. This will reduce
HTTP request.

10. Combine request for external files or scripts, e.g.

<link rel= “stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”/bogy.css” />
<link rel= “stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”/side.css” />

<link rel= “stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”/footer.css” />
should be integrated as

<link rel= “stylesheet” type=”text/css” href=”/style.css” />

11. Ensure you split up every JavaScript and defer their loading

12. It is important to minimize redirects.

13. Ensure every unique page has single URL. So, canonical issues must be resolve.

14. Don’t engage in cheap hosting. This may adversely affect your site load time especially at
peak period.

15. Make sure GZIP compression is set up on your server.

16. It is very important to set up caching on your server. WordPress has plugins for this e.g. W3
Total Cache, Quick Cache, or WP Super Cache.

It is now imperative to ascertain the load time of our website in the face of growing competition
and the effective online time management engaged by visitor. Statistics show that website
visitors don’t wait beyond 4 seconds to have a web page load. This is particularly aggravated by
their desire to connect and socialize with friends and loved ones across social networks let alone
the myriad of work schedule waiting for attention.

We therefore face a challenge of quickly presenting our stuffs as fast as possible when we are
opportune to get prospective customer turn our way otherwise, they would be forced to look
elsewhere. In the same vein, this phenomenon has a direct relationship with website ranking on

http://tools.dynamicdrive.com/imageoptimizer/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/w3-total-cache/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/w3-total-cache/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/quick-cache/
http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/wp-super-cache/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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search engine because load time is one of the functions for determining web page rank by search
engine algorithm. So, we have to constantly find ways to speed up our website as discussed
previously so as to get the attention of visitors and also become popular within our service
community.

However, there are online free tools to check the load time of website and even help to make
comparison with competitors and could go further to unveil the aspect of the site that is
responsible for slow page load. They are resources to really check out for if indeed we desire
online business success.

15 Best Tools to Test Website Loading Time

Blog creation is like building a mansion. You need insightful tools to work with for effective
blogging experience. The tools outlined on the link below, apart from the fact that they are free,
they also help to facilitate and enhance desired blogging result.

Free Web Tools for Great blogging Experience

Pre-Sell Your ContentDestination Search Engine
Marketing

SEO Guide

http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/15-best-tools-to-test-website-loading-time/
http://www.frandimore.com/blog-setup/free-web-tools/
http://www.frandimore.com/services-view/search-engine-marketing/
http://mycps.sitesell.com/
http://www.frandimore.com/services-view/beginners-guide-to-seo/
http://www.frandimore.com/
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http://www.frandimore.com/
http://www.facebook.com/frandimore.biz
http://www.twitter.com/frandimore
https://www.plus.google.com/113460246262381234728/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/frandimore
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